Course Local Rules

1.

Golf Canada Rules of Golf govern play

2.

Black/Blue/red/yellow tees.

3.

Summer rules – the ball must be played as it lies.

4.

Stakes:
White stakes

= out of bounds

Yellow stakes
Red stakes

5.

= water hazard

= lateral water hazard

White circled areas = ground under repair. Free relief is permitted for
stance and/or lie of the ball, no nearer to the hole plus one club length.

6.

Embedded ball – through the green, a ball which is embedded in it's own
pitch-mark in the ground, other than sand, may be lifted without penalty,
cleaned and dropped as near as possible to where it lay but not nearer to
the hole. The ball when dropped must first strike a part of the course
through the green.

7.

All grass swales are in play; except those marked in white paint. Play as
ground under repair (GUR). Take the nearest relief plus one club length,
no nearer to the hole, no penalty.

8.

French drains are considered immovable obstructions (rule 24-2 applies).

9.

Stones in bunkers are movable obstructions (rule 24-1 applies).

10. Provisional ball – play of a provisional ball for a ball which may be in a
water hazard is permitted, provided there is reasonable evidence that it is
lost in the water hazard and it would be impracticable to determine
whether the ball is in the hazard or to do so would unduly delay play.

11.

Staked trees – the stakes and ropes (wires) are considered temporary
immovable obstructions when interference occurs with player’s stance or
intended swing; the ball may be moved not nearer to the hole to a spot
that allows complete relief of the interference. The ball shall be dropped
without penalty within one club length of the determined spot.

12.

Cart paths and roadways are played as ground under repair (GUR); take
the nearest relief plus one club length no nearer to the hole no penalty.
The old cart paths to the right of #14 green and to the right of #18 green
are integral parts of the course. The ball must be played as it lies or
declared unplayable.

13.

Holes #10 & #13 blue tees – the lake is treated as a lateral water hazard.
Option 1: ball directly entering the water, play 3 from the tee (rule 26-1-a).
Option 2: ball touches land, crosses hazard and enters lake (hazard), under
penalty of one stroke, take 2 clubs lengths from where it last crossed, no
nearer to the hole (rule 26-1-c-i). Drop areas are not in play.

Holes # 10 & # 13 red, yellow & white tees – the lake is treated as a lateral
water hazard.
Option 1: ball in hazard, play 3 from the tee (rule 26-1-a).
Option 2: ball in hazard, under penalty of 1 stroke, proceed to the drop area,
play preferred lies in drop area.
Holes # 17 – ball entering lateral water hazard to the left of the cart path.
Option 1: play 3 from the tee (rule 26-1-a).
Option 2: under penalty of 1 stroke, proceed to drop area, play preferred
lies in drop area.

14.

Dangerous/inclement weather:

15.

Distance measuring devices that measure “distance only” are permitted. The
use of a device that gauges or measures other conditions that might affect
play such as wind-speed, temperature or gradient is not permitted.

16.

In stroke play only, if in doubt as to rules procedure, play two balls and
contact professional staff. In match play, please contact professional staff
immediately.

17.

Non-conforming golf equipment will result in disqualification.

